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If you are new into your business or have your blog small or medium scale business
than VPS hosting is the best hosting to get your site hosted on this sort of hosting
type. 

VPS hosting is preferred by many businesses to keep their site’s traffic maintain and
stable so that business won’t be harm through online means.  In VPS hosting you get a
virtual server that represents a physical server but actually the machine is shared among
the other server but you get private space in that environment.

VPS offers very stable environment in terms of scalability and resources. In VPS the
performance and uptime is excellent as it gets an equal portion of the server space as
well as high configuration of CPU and RAM.

VPS hosting are offered by many hosting provider hosting companies like MilesWeb,
Bigrock, Hostinger , Bluehost but I would suggest you to go with MilesWeb as the most
reliable way for hosting your site.
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MilesWeb is not only one of the cheap vps hosting india but also, it has been offering
brilliant web plans for all categories of websites over the past years with excellent
features.

If you are looking for reliable solution, MilesWeb is certainly the one to look for as the
web host offers Cloud VPS with excellent features. The Linux Cloud is available at
Rs.630/month

Recommended read: How to optimise your website for Position Zero in Google?

VPS hosting basically combines of both shared and dedicated hosting services. VPS
consists of virtual servers so each account gets separate server in the shared
environment. Without spending more in dedicated you should look for VPS hosting as
you get good amount of resource to use in affordable prices.  Security issue is more
comfortable than in shared hosting.

MilesWeb VPS hosting includes:
MilesWeb offers managed Linux VPS cheap windows VPS hosting that are based on KVM
hypervisor technology and built-in SSD storage. (KVM) is an open source virtualization
infrastructure for the Linux Kernel that turns it into a hypervisor. MilesWeb offers KVM
technology with Linux and Windows hosting plans.

Features as follows:
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Solid-State Drives
Free VPS Management
SSH and Root Access
Resource Monitoring Dashboard
Host Multiple Sites
Instant Provisioning
No Setup Fee
Robust Infrastructure
Choice of Operating System
Choice of Control Panel

Free Migration

If you aren’t happy with your current web host, you can move your website to MilesWeb.
They have support team which helps you to migrate your site free of cost. For migration,
you can decide a time as per your convenience and let them know about it. Migration
process is free from MilesWeb you also get free SSL Certificate with any hosting plan you
take from them.

Superior Speed Performance

If you see from a user’s point of view, it’s quite safe to say that you as well as other users
hate slow loading websites. MilesWeb promises speed that can’t be beaten in the
industry. This prompts us to leave the website, if it doesn’t load in the first few of
seconds. With this thing in mind my usage, it is quite obvious that the page loading time
was the best as compared to most of the other hosting providers in the market.

Guaranteed 99.95% Uptime
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MilesWeb promises to offer 99.95% uptime with their Tier-3 and Tier-4 datacenters. They
also have some scheduled downtimes for regular maintenance and updates but overall,
it can be said that they always keep their promise of offering the best uptime. The point
of having a website is to ensure that your visitors can always access it your site will
always be working and you won’t get downtime it is their responsibility and they handle
it precisely.

Features are as follows offered by MilesWeb are:
1) Solid-State Drives (SSD):  State Drives are built using flash technology that helps to
improve the load speed for your webpage. MilesWeb offers SSD which  gives you fast
speed and durability.

2) SSH and Root Access:   By using SSH and Root Access.  You get complete control over
your VPS environment.

3) Free VPS Management:   MilesWeb optimizes and manages the complete VPS server
for you without any additional charges.

4) Resource Monitoring Dashboard:  The simple and user-friendly dashboard enables
you to reboot VPS, monitor memory usage, server load and allows managing other
configurations of your VPS server.

Recommended read: How is the Coronavirus Outbreak Hurting Small Businesses?

5) Global Datacenters:
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The server location helps you to get the best uptime and speed that is require for a
website which MilesWeb gives to your site with their services present .MilesWeb offers
the datacenter located in UK, India, USA, Canada, Singapore and Australia.

6) Free VPS migration:  You can migrate your existing site form any hosting provider to
MilesWeb without any charges their team makes it work properly execute.

7) Host Multiple sites :  MilesWeb allows you to host multiple sites with a single VPS
account. They offer hosting of multiple domains.

8) Instant Provisioning:  With MilesWeb you get fast VPS hosting you don’t have to wait
for the VPS hosting to get deployed.

9) Free Setup:  The setup fees are not requiring as all the VPS hosting servers are
deployed automatically.

Conclusion:

MilesWeb offers you a ton of greatness for the price you pay and if you’re not looking for
something extremely excessive, chances are you won’t be disappointed with MilesWeb
you get ample of best features which are required to make your hosting journey run
smoothly and productive.  I can say that it offers great value for your money, along with

ease of use and excellent hosting provider to your site. 
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/RkbsLrM1SrY
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